


1. Mission
ULIS’ mission is to contribute to the national development through the pursuit of excellence in 
education, research, and the provision of quality services relevant to social demands.

2. Vision
The University of Languages and International Studies (ULIS) becomes a prestigious training and 
research-oriented university in the region in terms of foreign language education, linguistics, 
international studies, and related social sciences and humanities.

3. Core Values
ULIS particularly values creativity, dynamics, honesty, responsibility, and capability to work and gain 
success in a multicultural and competitive globalizing world.

4. Development philosophy
 “Creating opportunities together”.
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Organizational structure

President
Dr. Do Tuan Minh

Vice President
Dr. Nguyen Xuan Long

Vice President
Assoc.Prof.Dr. Ha Le Kim Anh

 Vice President
Assoc.Prof.Dr. Lam Quang Dong

Governing BoardGoverning Board

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTUREORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
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Academic Faculties, 
Departments, and School
• Faculty of English Language Teacher 

Education
• Faculty of English
• Faculty of Linguistics and Culture of 

English-Speaking Countries
• Faculty of French Language and Culture
• Faculty of Russian Language and Culture
• Faculty of Chinese Language and Culture
• Faculty of Korean Language and Culture
• Faculty of German Language and Culture
• Faculty of Japanese Language and Culture
• Faculty of Graduate Studies
• Faculty of Language Education & Profes-

sional Development
• Department of Educational Psychology
• Department of Vietnamese Language and 

Culture
• Department of Arabic Language and 

Culture
• Department of Southeast Asian Lin-

guistics and Cultures
• Foreign Language Specialized School
• ULIS Middle School

Functional Offices
• General Administration Office
• Personnel Organization Office
• Academic Affairs Office
• Science & Technology Office
• Politics & Student Affairs Office
• Cooperation & Development Office
• Finance & Planning Office
• Assets Management & Security Of-

fice
• Inspection & Legal Affairs Office

Councils
• Science & Training Council

• Advisory Council for Coop-
eration & Development

Centers
• Center for Quality Assurance
• Center for Information Technolo-

gy, Comunication & Learning Re-
sources

• Center for Language Testing and 
Assessment

• Center for International Education
• Center For Resources Development

Unions
• Trade Union
• Youth Union
• Students’ Association
• Former Faculty and Staff ’s 

Association
• ULIS Alumni

Journal
• VNU Journal of Foreign Studies 
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Statistics in 2021Statistics in 2021

1111 Academic Faculties
44  Departments
11  Foreign Language Specialized School
11  ULIS Middle School
55  Centers under the University
99 Centers under Departments
99 Functional Offices
11    VNU Journal of Foreign Studies

812 812  Staff
647647  Lecturers
165165  Specialists
33       Professors
1414     Associate Professors
171171    PhDs
455455   Masters
2121      Lecturers & specialists studying abroad
2525     International Experts

3737          Students’ clubs
63696369   Undergraduates
20062006   High school students
298298      Middle school students
143143       International students
5353         Doctoral students
620620       Master’s students

2021
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Programs were accredited according toAUN-QA standards:  0606
The rate of employed students upon graduation: 96,78%96,78%

 ~ 1955 - 2021: 66 years of construction and development ~
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PROMINENT ACTIVITIES PROMINENT ACTIVITIES 
AND ACHIEVEMENTSAND ACHIEVEMENTS



On July 26th, 2021, ULIS President Do Tuan Minh 
signed a decision to promulgate the University's 
development strategy to 2030, vision to 2045. The 
development strategy crystallizes the orientations of 
the University’s activities, goals, tasks and solutions 
in the new period to align with current domestic and 
international contexts, inheriting and continuing the 
previous strategies to maintain and foster the 
University’s development.

ULIS development strategy to 
2030, vision to 2045 
promulgated
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Dr. Do Tuan Minh and Dr. Nguyen Xuan Long re-appointed 
ULIS President and Vice President respectively

On April 14th, 2021, a formal ceremony was held to announce VNU 
decisions to re-appoint ULIS President and Vice President at Sunwah 
Hall.

At the ceremony, VNU Standing Vice President Nguyen Hoang Hai 
presented the decisions to reappoint Dr. Do Tuan Minh and Dr. Nguyen 
Xuan Long ULIS President and Vice President respectively. Delivering 
his congratulations, VNU Vice President Nguyen Hoang Hai 
acknowledged ULIS’s dramatic and positive transitions and spoke highly 
of its achievements over the past 5 years. VNU Vice President expressed 
his belief and hope in the success of the next tenure of the two leaders 
and ULIS.
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Celebrating “Ông Đồ” 
Festival

On January 26th-27th, 2021, ULIS-VNU held the 
“Ông Đồ” Festival at its campus.

The event was organized to promote the 
traditional cultural beauty of the Vietnamese 
people, creating a warm and joyful atmosphere for 
the University’s staff and students on the 
occasion of the coming Tet holidays. It also helped 
to cement the bonds among ULIS lecturers, staff 
and learners.

At the event, a variety of activities were held such 
as introduction and performance of calligraphy, 
giving meaningful words, presenting Tet gifts to 
students, flute performance, poetry recitation.

1st congress of ULIS Alumni Network, tenure 2021-2026

On March 27th, 2021, the First Congress of ULIS 
Alumni Network, tenure 2021-2026, took place.

With more than 200 delegates, this is an important 
event of the University, marking the first step in the 
process of connecting, building and developing the 
ULIS Alumni Network. At the congress, a 
summary report on activities and operational 
directions of the First Congress was delivered. The 
congress also discussed and approved the Plan to 
elect the Executive Committee of the 1st tenure, and 
then elected 39 members to the Executive Committee 
and passed the Congress’ resolution.
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National conference UNC2021: “Researching and teaching foreign 
languages, linguistics and international studies in Vietnam” and the 
5th International Graduate Research Symposium for graduate and 
doctoral students in 2021 (IGRS 2021)

UNC2021 was the largest scientific conference ever 
held by the University with 5372 participants from 
994 institutions nationwide, receiving the largest 
number of papers (456 in total) and having the 
longest preparation time. With 3 plenary 
presentations and 360 papers in 30 parallel sessions, 
UNC2021 created a quality scientific forum with a 
great turnout of participants.

Great enormity, high quality, rich diversity and wide 
connectivity are new points of UNC2021. The 
conference ended after an exciting working day.

Also taking place in an online platform, the 5th 
International Graduate Research Symposium for 
graduate and doctoral students in 2021 (IGRS 2021) 
was organized on October 30th, 2021 to create 
opportunities for graduate students to develop a 
scientific environment and present research results. 
The Symposium featured the presentations of 3 
papers at the plenary session, 110 papers and 1 
discussion in 12 parallel sessions and 2 
pre-conference workshops. With more than 400 
participants, IGRS 2021 was recognized as the most 
successful symposium so far.

Establishing and developing the Community Connection Network 
(ULIS CONNECT), the system of communities of practice (ULIS COP) 
and students’ innovation, research and entrepreneurship (ULIS FIRE)

In 2021, ULIS launched and developed the 
Network to connect foreign language teachers 
in Vietnam (ULIS CONNECT) through various 
seminars, training and exchange programs. The 
university issued Interim Guidelines on 
building communities of practice (COP) and 
to date, 25 COPs have been established with 
the orientation to further develop scientific 
research and professional activities within the 
university. ULIS FIRE Project’s activities are 
also promoted. Many students’ ideas for 
startup, innovation and research projects have 
been supported in real terms, some even 
entered internal and external competitions and 
achieved good results.
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Promoting digital transformation in teaching and learning, testing 
and assessment activities at all levels, and in university governance 
through VNU-Office software and interactive channels with learners 
through the ULIS NOW mobile application.

This is the second year in the implementation of ULIS Digital Transformation Plan for the period 
2020-2025 with many advantages as well as difficulties. Digital transformation in teaching and 
learning, testing and assessment activities at all levels, and in university governance has been 
vigorously implemented with great innovation. Shifting to online exams, applying electronic 
documents to VNU Office software and building the ULIS NOW application, all show a huge step 
forward in the University’s digital transformation.

Developing reading 
culture in the student 
community and achieving 
high results in the contest 
to find reading culture 
ambassadors organized 
by the Ministry of Culture, 
Sports and Tourism

Developing a reading culture in the student community was a task promoted by the University in 
the 2020-2021 academic year with activities such as periodic library talk shows, book review online, 
weekly book introduction, etc.

In 2021, the campaign to encourage learners to participate in the 2021 Reading Culture Ambassador 
Contest organized by the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism contributed to strongly spreading 
the reading movement this year. ULIS contributed 2214 entries from its students, 890 entries from 
FLSS’s students and 200 entries from UMS’s students, continuing to be the unit with the most 
candidates over the last two seasons.

At the VNU level, ULIS students secured 12 of 36 awards, of which the highest is the special prize. At 
the national level, 5 ULIS students secured awards with 1 second prize, 1 third prize, 3 consolation 
prizes, and 1 special prize.
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Effectively implementing the 
project to support 
English teaching and 
learning in Ba Vi district’s 
secondary schools for the 
second consecutive year

Finalizing the detailed 
construction plan of 1:500 scale 
of ULIS campus in Hoa Lac

In the academic year 2020-2021, the cooperation project 
between ULIS and the People's Committee of Ba Vi District 
was conducted at 20 secondary schools. In the second year of 
implementing the project, many outstanding achievements 
were recorded, significantly improving the quality of foreign 
language teaching and learning in the locality. Through many 
activities (fieldwork, training, extra-curricular activities), 
the project helped students at Ba Vi district to make positive 
changes, become more conscious of and self-disciplined in 
learning, and have more opportunities to approach new 
knowledge.

In the academic year 2021-2022, the Ba Vi project is 
implemented in 126 classes with 4578 ninth graders of 35 
secondary schools, with the participation of 20 ULIS’s teachers 
and 105 local English teachers.

In May 2021, the Ministry 
of Construction approved 
of the ULIS’s request to 
develop the detailed 
construction plan at the 
scale of 1:500 of its campus 
in Hoa Lac. In the 
following months, the 
University actively worked 
with experts and consul-
tants to finalize the plan 
to build a modern and 
high-quality campus in 
Hoa Lac. The plan was 
finally completed at the 
end of the year.



25 years of teaching Arabic: 
2021 marks the 25th anniversary of 
teaching Arabic at ULIS as well as in 
Vietnam (1996-2021). Overcoming 
initial difficulties, to date, the Arabic 
Language has proved its importance 
and is enrolled every year at ULIS.

Training
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Applying the “Model of learning with the 
community” in training:
Community Engaged Learning (CEL) is a teaching 
and learning method combined with community 
support activities. In 2021, ULIS introduced this 
model and applied it to many subjects, including 
Information Technology - Communication, 
Creative Thinking and Entrepreneurship, 
Intercultural Communication, Skills for Successful 
Study at University, Online Journalism, etc.

New courses designed:
Continuing to implement the teaching renovation plan at 
the university level, ULIS has designed, accepted and 
incorporated in its curriculum the courses on “Emotional 
intelligence and social communication”, “Learning from 
the Essence of the Classics”, “Designing your life”. The new 
courses not only meet students’ needs in knowledge and 
skill development, but also help them to have more 
meaningful experiences during their campus life.



Scientific conferences held:
In 2021, despite impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic, ULIS 
continued to strengthen science and technology activities 
such as organization and co-organization of a number of 
conferences and seminars: ULIS National Conference 
“Researching and Teaching Foreign Languages, Linguistics 
and International Studies in Vietnam” (UNC2021); 2021 
International Graduate Research Symposium; online seminar 
on “Teaching English effectively online”; Seminar on foreign 
language pedagogical training to adapt to the competence 
framework of foreign language teachers in the new context; 
the International Conference “Foreign language education 
in the 4.0 context”; the International Conference “Teaching 
Arabic in the new context”.

All the above events were conducted mainly online to prevent 
the spread of Covid-19 pandemic. ULIS staff also regularly 
attended and contributed papers at national and international 
conferences.

Science and technology

Six issues of VNU Journal of 
Foreign Studies published: 
In 2021, VNU Journal of Foreign 
Studies, an official and independent 
scientific publication of 
ULIS - VNU, published 6 issues, 
including 2 in Vietnamese and 4 in 
English.
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The first two intellectual property 
products registered:
In order to promote and develop 
intellectual property activities at ULIS, the 
University completed the registration of 
copyrights for 02 scientific products: a reference 
book entitled “Handbook of concepts and 
keywords in educational technology” and a 
translated book “The semantics of English 
prepositions: spatial scenes, embodied 
meaning and cognition”. The two works were 
granted copyrights and the Ownership 
Certificates No. 4834/2021/QTG and No. 
6579/2021/QTG by the Copyright Office of the 
Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism.



MOUs signed with domestic and 
international partners:
In 2021, ULIS continued to cement its 
cooperative and developmental activities with 
different institutions and departments within and 
without the country, including V-Talent Star 
Development Academy Joint Stock Company 
(VTVCab), Hancom Group and YES Group 
(Korea), EHLE Academy (Japan), Hanoi Star 
Elementary and Secondary School, Innovation 
Academy (University of Dublin, Ireland), etc. These 
activities not only expand the University's partner 
network but also create better opportunities for 
students to earn international degrees, study 
abroad, do internship abroad, secure scholarships, 
etc.

Cooperation and Development

Providing social services:
Clearly stated in the University's Mission, ULIS 
attaches great importance to community 
services and considers them her social 
responsibility. In 2021, the University cooperates 
with partners to implement tasks under the 
National Foreign Language Project,  assist 
English teachers in Ba Vi district's secondary 
schools in their professional development, 
improve foreign language teaching and learning 
in Quang Ninh province; enhance pedagogical 
competence for English teachers in Lang Son 
Middle Schools and High Schools, organize 
foreign language proficiency assessment exams, 
among others.

ULIS, the destination of many special guests:
As a foreign language school, ULIS always receives great 
attention from institutions, diplomatic agencies, 
international organizations and large corporations. In the 
past year, the University was privileged to welcome Mr. 
Nguyen Van Thanh, Vice Minister of Public Security, Mr. 
Nicolas Warnery, French Ambassador, Mr. Choi Jaejin, 
Director of the Korea Foundation for International 
Exchange in Hanoi, Chékou Oussouman, Director of the 
Asia-Pacific Regional Office of the Francophone 
International Organization; Mr. Jean-Marc LAVEST, 
Regional Director of AUF-Asia Pacific, etc.

Whether coming to visit, exchange, attend a ceremony, or 
give a lecture, all the guests expressed their love toward 
ULIS.
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ULIS students honored with a number of 
domestic and foreign awards:
In 2021, ULIS, FLSS and UMS students secured a number of awards 
such as first prize in VNU's “Excellent Youth Union and Student 
Association’ members” contest in 2021, first prize in the “Ring the 
Golden Bell” contest for Russian language learners in Hanoi in 2021, 
special prize in the VNU-level “Reading Culture Ambassador” 
contest, first prize in the Chinese language competition for students 
in the North and Central regions, first prize in the Russian language 
Olympiad 2021 for first-year students, first prize in the international 
German video contest 2021, third prize in the finale of the “Way to 
Olympia Peak” competition, consolation prize of VNU Startup Idea - 
Innovation Contest in 2021, second prize of the national 
“Reading Culture Ambassador” contest in 2021, Top 2 in Asia and Top 
10 worldwide of the Chinese Bridge competition in 2021, third prize 
in the contest “Exploring the law in the Covid-19 pandemic 
prevention and control”, first prize at the university level of the 7th 
Hosei Cup Japanese Speech Contest; etc.

Students affairs
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Faculty of Japanese Language and Culture 
co-received the award from Japan Foundation: 
Japan Foundation Award is an award given to individuals and 
organizations to honor their great contributions in 
promoting mutual understanding in the development of 
relations between Japan and other countries through artistic, 
academic and cultural activities, amongst others.

The Faculty of Japanese Language and Culture is among the 
three Vietnamese institutions to receive this award. This is the 
first time that the Japan Foundation Award has been 
bestowed to Vietnamese representatives.
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Support for talented students: 
ULIS students are not only good at foreign languages but 
also very talented. In order to help them develop their 
talents, have a playing ground to assert themselves, and find 
jobs, the University organized numerous support 
activities in 2021 such as presenting (in-budget and 
off-budget) scholarships; introducing student exchange or 
overseas study programs; organizing internship program 
in Japan; implementing job sharing activities; building a 
system of university, high school and middle school clubs; 
organizing talent competitions; organizing Student 
Ambassador programs and implementing cooperation 
programs with localities; launching the Youth Union and 
Students’ Association movements; organizing cultural 
experiences; implementing training courses for learners, etc.

Active participation in community services:
Volunteering is one of the highlights in the youth movement at ULIS. In 
2021, ULIS students continued to contribute to the community through 
the following activities: blood donation, contribution to building roads 
and cleaning martyrs’ cemeteries, paying tribute to heroic martyrs, 
presentation of gifts to families of preferential policies, presentation of 
scholarships to underprivileged students, support for people in need, 
etc. To cope with the complicated development of the Covid-19 
pandemic, various fundraising, donation and support activities to the 
pandemic prevention communication were actively conducted by ULIS 
students.

ULIS supports students in 
need due to Covid-19 
pandemic:
In order to support ULIS students 
who stay in Hanoi and are facing 
difficulties during the time of social 
distancing to prevent the Covid-19 
pandemic, ULIS has implemented 
various meaningful activities. The 
University also launched a 
fundraiser to support its students, 
and postponed as well as reduced 
tuition fees for all of them.



ULIS Youth Union and Students’ Association receive Flag 
of Honor and Certificate of Merit for achievements in 
school year 2020-2021
On October 29th, 2021, at the Review Meeting of the activities of Hanoi 
Youth Union & Students’ Association and the youth movement in the 
academic year 2020 – 2021, ULIS’s Youth Union was celebrated with the 
Flag of Honor for great achievements in the school year 2020-2021.

ULIS’s Students Association also received the Certificate of Merit from the 
Central Committee of the Vietnam Students’ Association for its 
outstanding achievements in the 2020-2021 school year.

Activities of international students:
As a foreign language training university, ULIS is a “residence” of many 
international students, including students of exchange programs (ULIS 
and FLSS students also attend exchange programs in the University’s 
partner institutions), full-time undergraduates, students taking part 
in Vietnamese language and culture short-term courses, international 
students studying Vietnamese to get certificates, and so on. International 
students can participate in many cultural exchange programs, 
anniversaries and sightseeing activities while studying here.

ULIS Ambassador Program
“ULIS Ambassador” is an experience program for 
ULIS students. Participating in the program, students 
contribute to supporting ULIS’s communication task 
and admission advisory at local high schools. The 
program not only helps students develop skills, 
connects with teachers and students at their high 
school, but also contributes to creating a wonderful 
time for them at ULIS.ULIS Ambassador 2021 had the 
participation of 660 ULIS's students and 259 
highschool students.
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15th Congress of ULIS Students’ Association, tenure 2020-2023 
On January 9th, 2021, the 15th Congress of ULIS 
Students’ Association, tenure 2020-2023 took 
place in a solemn manner. The Congress 
elected the Executive Committee of the 15th 
tenure, consisting of 21 members.



ULIS students’ impressive internship portfolio
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Trade Union activities: 
In 2021, ULIS Trade Union had many 
activities to take care of its members’ life. The 
Trade Union organized activities to celebrate 
many special anniversaries, donate to support 
students with difficult circumstances, carry out 
health check for staff, organize on-site ID card 
registration for staff and many other meaningful 
activities. In particular, the school’s trade union 
donated more than VND 200 million for the 
prevention of the Covid-19 pandemic.

OTHER PROMINENT ACTIVITIES

Organization of a number of big festivals: 
In 2021, ULIS organized many festivals such as ULIS 
Connection Day 2021, Francophone Food Festival 2021, 
Recycling Festival 2021, ULIS Junior Ambassador Day 2021, 
etc. These festivals are opportunities for generations of 
lecturers, staff, students and alumni to exchange and connect 
with others. At the same time, these festivals help  promote 
the languages and cultures of different countries.
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10-year anniversary of King Sejong 
Academy Hanoi 2 celebrated: 
On November 12th, 2021, the 10th Anniversary of 
King Sejong Academy Hanoi 2 was solemnly held 
at ULIS-VNU. During its 10 years of operation, up 
to now, the Academy has launched 33 courses with 
about 5000 students, presented certificates to more 
than 3,500 students. Besides holding Korean 
language courses, the Academy also actively 
organizes Korean culture experience classes and 
events to offer students the opportunity to learn 
more deeply about Korea.



1. Training 
1.1.1.1. Adjust undergraduate and graduate curricula for enhanced autonomy;
1.2.1.2.  Complete ULIS institutional accreditation for the period 2021 – 2026 and program 
accreditation for French, Japanese, Korean and Chinese languages, and institutional accreditation 
of the Foreign Language Specialized School; 
1.3. 1.3. Develop the project to open the undergraduate program on Transnational culture and 
communication.
2. Research
2.1.2.1. Improve the performance of Communities of Practice (COPs); successful organization of a 
series of seminars, workshops and symposia within the framework of UNC2022; strengthen 
research potentials of ULIS’s faculty and students;
2.2.2.2. Increased investment in innovation, research and entrepreneurship among students.
3. Student Affairs
3.1.3.1. Strengthen support and connection of learners at all levels;
3.2.3.2.   Continued improvement of the efficiency and quality of activities in the Project on Renovating 
Practice, Internship, and Supplemental Skills Development. 
4. Cooperation and Development
4.1.4.1. Ensure the participation of national and international experts, lecturers at home and abroad in 
the activities of the University;
4.2.4.2. Expand connection and community services; enhance the operational efficiency of ULIS 
Connect and ULIS Alumni networks.
5. Finance and Facilities
5.1. 5.1. Upgrade the system of facilities, information technology infrastructure and equipment in the 
University; 
5.2. 5.2. Seek funding and call for investment to build the school's campus in Hoa Lac after the 1/500 
construction plan is approved; 
5.3.5.3. Increase revenues, stabilize funding sources for staff, research and student development; 
increase incomes for staff and prepare necessary conditions for financial autonomy; 
5.4.5.4. Develop cost norms of training programs as a basis for determining appropriate tuition fees to 
cover all necessary training expenses.
6. Institutional governance
6.1.6.1.  Enhance the effectiveness of legal affairs; continue to complete the system of guiding 
documents for ULIS governance;
6.2.6.2. Effectively design and implement professional development programs to improve the quality 
of training and service staff throughout the University;
6.3.6.3. Continue to promote digital transformation in all areas of the University’s activities.

Focal Tasks in 2022
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ULIS TRADEMARK
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ULIS AND PRESS
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MY BELOVED ULIS 

Lecture rooms: 
The University has over 200 high-standard lecture 
rooms, which are arranged at 5 lecture areas 
fully-equipped with the system of air-conditioners, 
projectors and speakers. Particularly, a lecture 
cluster is equipped with 400 laptops and 
interpretation booths, and a rich library with more 
than 35,000 books. Simultaneously, the cluster can 
respond to an examination of up to 6,000 candidates. 
In addition, the lecture halls of ULIS can meet all the 
teaching and learning requirements after the business 
hours.

Accommodation: 
Consisting of 1,040 rooms in an area of 4,680 m2, 
ULIS dormitory accommodates FLSS and ULIS 
students, international students and other students 
of VNU. The dormitory is located inside the campus 
with an open space, conveniently close to all sorts of 
services, including restaurants, shopping malls, 
markets and others.

C3 Library:
The University’s library is located in Block C3 of the 
French Compound. ULIS Library is among those 
having the richest foreign language resources in the 
area with over 50,000 foreign language resources of all 
kinds.

HOMIES - Open space:
ULIS currently has 6 Homies at the Sports complex, 
blocks B3, B2, A2, A1, FLSS and C3; and 2 open 
spaces at FLSS and block B2, covering a total area of 
more than 1,500m2. These are ULIS purpose-built 
areas for the needs of learning, reading, relaxation and 
group activities of its staff and students. With modern 
and elegant design, these areas have been frequented 
by all ULIS-ers.
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Sports Complex
put into operation and use since 2015 and renovated in 
2021, ULIS Sports Complex satisfies all the demands for 
holding competitions and popular sports such as 
7-player football, volleyball, badminton, yoga, martial 
arts, and other collective sports. Particularly, a gym-
nasium with a capacity of 1,500 people and a 2,000 m2 
outdoor courts will be the ideal places to organize 
large-scale events. 

ULIS - SUNWAH Building: 
located in a prime location near VNU entrance, ULIS 
– SUNWAH Building is modernly designed and fully 
equipped for such purposes as conferences, seminars, 
exhibitions and others. With the capacity of one large 
hall (180 seats), one large conference room (80 seats), 
two small conference rooms (30 seats), and VIP 
lounges, ULIS – SUNWAH Building is a wonderful 
venue for numerous types of activities, events, festivals, 
parties, and so on.

ZONE7 – UCP: 
As canteens for the University’s staff, lecturers and 
students, ZONE7 - UCP always fulfills its non-profit 
goals with safety, delicacy and convenience. Owning 
a team of skilled chefs and staff in combination with 
comfortable and cozy facilities, ZONE7 – UCP can 
absolutely meet the requirements of customers within 
and without the University with regard to Vietnamese 
gastronomy.

ULIS Studio: 
Block C5 in ULIS premises has been refurbished as a 
modern studio to serve online instructions and build 
digital learning resources for the University.

Free drinking area:
Currently available in the vicinity of Blocks A1, B2 and 
C3is drinking water completely free of charge for all 
ULIS staff and students. The water here is well purified 
to ensure hygiene and safety.
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